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Abstract: With the enormous impact COVID-19 is having on our students’ lives, there is no
better subject to motivate mathematics students than mathematical epidemiology. Add to that
the significant amount of misinformation being fed to the American public, and it is clear we have
a moral duty, as well as a mathematical one, to teach this subject. Surely any differential equations
syllabus can survive having two weeks of standard material replaced by a mathematical epidemi-
ology project! The main pedagogical problem we face is that the standard teaching materials on
mathematical epidemiology focus on the theory of simple endemic disease models. This is fine as
far as it goes, but the crisis we face concerns a complicated disease on an epidemic time scale.
Instead of equilibrium analysis, we need a focus on modeling with models of intermediate com-
plexity. In particular, we need to address questions about how public health measures impact the
progress of the epidemic and we need to be able to “call bull****” on false or misleading public
statements. Our pedagogical challenges are to create materials that allow a student with minimal
programming experience to set up virtual experiments in a program-based model implementation
and to create meaningful modeling questions that use those experiments. I have previously ad-
dressed these needs with a spreadsheet-based COVID-19 module, which has been posted on the
QUBES and BioQUEST web sites. Version 1.2 of this module posted in early November. Now I
present program-based modules for the SIR, SEIR, and SEAIHRD (COVID-19) models. Each is
centered on a suite of programs that encode the model and are carefully designed to have a minimal
“model-user interface”, so that students with the barest minimum of programming experience can
modify the programs to address specific questions. This presentation will focus on the Matlab
version of the COVID-19 model. I will show the programs and how easy they are for novices to
use, and I will highlight a few of the experiments and accompanying questions.
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